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Grade 4                                                                    First term Exercises                            

    

 

I- Reading Comprehension) 

 

 Read the following passage then answer the questions below 

          Nada is my cousin. She likes animals and she always goes to the zoo to see them. 

Last month, her father bought a small cat for her. She was very happy. Nada's mother 

asked her to take care of it and to give it food and milk every day. The cat likes eating 

fish. It sleeps with Nada in her bed. Nada always keeps her cat clean because that keeps 

. Catty, She called it cat a name gave the She  .it healthy 

 

:c & d b, from a,A) Choose the correct answer  

 

1- Nada likes …………………………. 

     a- fruits                   b- sports                      c- shopping                d- animals 

 

refers to……………………………… (5)in line  SheThe word  -2 

     a- Nada                   b- Nada 's mother        c Nada 's father          d- Nada 's cousin 

 

3- (Catty) is the name of…………………………… 

     a- Nada’s mother    b- food                         c- a cat                       d- Nada’s father  

  

 

 

 

II- Language form and meaning 

 

A- Vocabulary  

  :d c and b, e the correct word from a,hoosA) C 

5- I’m so …………………. . I want to sleep . 

a) smart   b) tired  c) pretty  d) clever 

 

6- We're going to have a …………………. on Monday. 

    a) uncle                         b) celebration c) socks                  d) honey 

 

7- The snake hasn’t got any legs but it can …………………. fast. 

    a) change                        b) score            c) hide                    d) move 
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B- Grammar  

: from a, b, c & d  B) Choose the correct answer 

8- My mother likes …………………. on the beach. 

         a) walk                     b) walks                c) walking                d) walked 

 

9- What …………………. you like doing every weekend? 

a) do                        b)  did             c) does                     d) doing 

 

10- I go to school …………………. the morning. 

a) in                         b) on    c) to                         d) at 

 

 

III -Writing 

      

with the help of pictures and guide words "Beesabout" Write a short paragraph 

 

 

………/…………………………………………………………………………..……… 

……………………………………………………………………………....…………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

   

  

   

 

Bees – fly – flower Bees – hive 
fill – honeycomb – 

honey 
beekepeer - collects 
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I- Reading Comprehension) 

 

Read the following passage to answer the questions below: 

             Last week, Sara and her family went to Disney Land Park. It's a big park in 

America. It opened in July 1955. Sara saw a lot of characters, شخصيات like Mickey Mouse 

and Donald Duck. They played games and took the train. They also listened to lovely 

songs and saw fireworks in the sky. It was a great fun. 

 

:from a, b, c & dA) Choose the correct answer   

 

1- Sara’s family took  the……………………… 

     a- bus                       b- car                           c- taxi                d- train 

 

……………………refers to……… (1)in line  ItThe word  -2 

     a- Disney Park        b- America                    c fireworks       d- Mickey Mouse 

 

3- The word (fun) in line (4) means……………………. 

     a- enjoyment           b- love                           c sadness           d- games 

 

 

 

 

II- Language form and meaning 

 

A- Vocabulary 

 

c and d: b, A) Choose the correct word from a, 

 

5- Brainy seems so…………………. in his new hat . 

a) smart   b) tired  c) pretty  d) clever 

 

6- I like drinking milk, but my father drinks………………….  

    a) goal                          b) celebration c) socks                  d) tea 

 

7- The Green …………………. is very pretty. 

    a) Place                      b) Island            c) Train                   d) Mountain 
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B- Grammar  

 

: from a, b, c & d  B) Choose the correct answer 

 

8- Where  …………………. honey come from? 

        a- do                  b– does                     c– did                   d- is    

 

9-  Nasser and Hamad are going to go to the fort …………………. two o'clock. 

        a- on                  b– in                         c– at                      d- by 

    

10-  The elephant is …………………. land animal. 

        a- big                 b– the biggest           c – bigger than     d- bigger 

 

 

 

III -Writing 

      

" with the help of pictures and guide My MotherWrite a short paragraph about" 

:words 

 

My Mother 

………/…………………………………………………………………………..……… 

……………………………………………………………………………....…………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   

  

   

 

mother – doctor helps – people works – hospital like – mother 
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I- Reading Comprehension) 

 

:Read the following passage then answer the questions below 

 

        People like going on holidays. Holidays give us a lot of fun. There are a lot of 

places which you can visit on holidays. Some people like going to the beach to swim, 

play games or sit in the sun. Some like going to the mountains when there is snow. 

There are people who love going to a river or a lake for fishing. 

 

:from a, b, c & dA) Choose the correct answer  

 

1- People like going on………………….……. 

     a- bus                       b- car                           c- taxi                d- holidays 

 

…………….….……refers to (3)in line   SomeThe word  -2 

     a- games                  b- mountains                c people            d- holidays 

 

3- Some people go to the beach to………………………. 

    a- swim                     b- sleep                         c read                d- buy books 

 

 

II- Language form and meaning 

 

A- Vocabulary  

c and d: b, Choose the correct word from a,A)  

 

5-  Our school team scored a …………………. in the match yesterday. 

a- bear  b- goal  c- lamb  d- bridge 

6- Bees …………………. in the air to tell other bees the way to the flowers. 

a- change  b- wave  c- collect   d- dance 

 

7-  Zed Al-Refai got to the top of the mountain………………….  

a- lucky  b- alive  c- careful  d- delicious 
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B- Grammar 

  

: from a, b, c & d  B) Choose the correct answer 

8- We …………………. a present yesterday. 

a- buy  b- bought        c- buying  d- buys 

 

9- Omar …………………. strong teeth. 

a- has  b- is         c- are   d- have 

 

10- They …………………. to see Rahaf  last week. 

a- going  b- go                   c- went   d- goes 

 

 

III -Writing 

      

 

 " with the help of pictures and Green Island Write a short paragraph about"

guide words 

 
 

………/…………………………………………………………………………..……… 

……………………………………………………………………………....…………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   

  

   

 

Green Island-place go over – bridge see- fort                         ride - bike 
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I- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

        Ahmed and Tarik are friends. They love fast cars. They usually drive fast. 

Yesterday, Ahmed went to see his friends. He was driving very fast. Tarik was crossing 

the street but Ahmed did not see him. Ahmed hit Tarik with his car. Ahmed took Tarik 

to the hospital. Tarik is fine now. Ahmed and Tarik said they will not drive fast again. 

 

A) Choose the correct answer:  

     1. The underlined word They refers to ………………….  

 a. Ahmed       b. Tarik               c. Ahmed and Tarik          d. Ahemd’s friends 

  

    2. Ahmed took Tarik to the  ………………….  

          a. hospital          b. beach              c. street                            d. park  

 

3- Ahmed went to see his …………………. 

          a. parents           b. uncles              c. friends                            d. grandparents

  

  

II- Language form and meaning  

A. Vocabulary 

 Choose the correct answer:  

    1. A car hit Sami yesterday. Thank Allah he is ………………….  

          a. lucky       b. great               c. alive         d. funny  

  

    2. Sara climbed a very high………………….  

 a. mountain                b. beekeeper     c. team                      d. goal 

 

    3. I will  …………………. home at 7 pm. 

          a. score       b. leave               c. collect         d. fill 
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B. Grammar 

Choose the correct answer: ( 3 x 2 = 6 M ) 

    1. What…………………. she doing when he came home? 

          a. was                 b. were                        c. is                d. are 

  

    2. The dog is not the …………………. animal. 

 a. tall                          b. taller               c. taller than            d. tallest 

    3. We must not …………………. across the street. 

 a. run                          b. runs                        c. ran                        d. running 

 

III- Writing  

A) Write a short paragraph with the help of these pictures and words:  

 

 

 

 

 

   

Favorite/sport/tennis play/tennis/Saturday play/friends have/ fun 

 

Tennis 

……………………………………………………………………………....…………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 


